Gender Differences in Pedestrian Rule Compliance and Visual Search at Signalized and Unsignalized Crossroads
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Abstract

Male pedestrians are over-represented in road crashes. Among pedestrians, males violate more rules than females do. For now, it is not known whether gender differences in pedestrian behaviors only concern rule compliance. The objective of this study was to explore gender differences in pedestrian rule compliance and in gaze targets before and during crossing. 400 adult pedestrians were observed at two signalized and two unsignalized crossroads, using a taxonomic observation grid which detailed 13 behavioral categories before, during and after crossing. The results show that the temporal crossing compliance rate is lower among male pedestrians but spatial crossing compliance does not differ between genders. Furthermore, different gaze patterns emerge between genders before and during crossing, notably as women particularly focus on other pedestrians during these two periods whereas men focus on vehicles. Moreover, females’ gazes vary with the type of crossroads, but males’ gazes do not. Spatial crossing compliance and gaze targets are furthermore modulated by the crossroad configuration. These results are discussed in terms of pedestrian visual strategy and compliance.
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Gender Differences in Pedestrian Rule Compliance and Visual Search at
Signalized and Unsignalized Crossroads

1. Introduction

Gender remains one of the main factors of road Accidentology. Injuries to males comprise seventy to eighty percent of fatal road injuries in 15-59 year-olds in France (Assailly, 2001). Studies in Canada have shown that male pedestrians are killed or injured more often in road accidents than female pedestrians (MTO, 2002; SAAQ, 2002). Joly et al. (1988) noted that men’s mortality rate is one and a half times higher than women’s and that non-severe injuries are greater in men than women. Leaf and Preusser (1999) noted that male pedestrians are over-represented in injuries: among 21,751 injury cases studied, 70.2 % involved males and only 29.8 % involved females. In particular, sex differences were observed in injury risk behaviors (Byrnes et al., 1999) and female pedestrians have been shown to be more careful than males when crossing at intersections (Bergeron et al., 1998; Thouez et al., 2001).

Dangerous behaviors and involvement in accidents among adult drivers were shown to be due to rule-breaking more often in males than in females (Harré et al., 1996; Simon and Corbett, 1996; Yagil, 1998) and previous studies have shown that, among pedestrians, males violate rules more often than females do (Latrémoillou et al., 2004; Moyano Diaz, 2002; Rosenbloom, 2009; Rosenbloom et al., 2004; Yagil, 2000). Observations in the City of Montréal have shown 66% of women and 56.6% of men complied with road signs and markings (Bergeron et al., 1998). More broadly, research has shown that male pedestrians cross on red pedestrian lights more often than women (Moyano Diaz, 2002; Rosenbloom, 2009; Rosenbloom et al., 2004; Yagil, 2000).
Studies based on declared behaviors (Holland and Hill, 2007; Moyano Diaz, 2002; Yagil, 2000; Zhou et al., 2009) or as those based on observations of male and female pedestrians in daily situations (Latrémoüille et al., 2004; Rosenbloom, 2009; Rosenbloom et al., 2004; Rosenbloom et al., 2008) often focus on temporal crossing compliance, i.e. compliance with traffic light rules (Sisiopiku and Akin, 2003). For now, research has not finely explored gender differences in spatial crossing compliance, i.e. compliance with marked crosswalks (Sisiopiku and Akin, 2003). Some studies, however, have shown that spatial crossing compliance, often named “dangerous crossing” (Rosenbloom et al., 2004), is higher among women (Latrémoüille et al., 2004; Rosenbloom et al., 2004). More information on gender differences in spatial compliance is needed, because drivers’ attention to pedestrians is higher when pedestrians cross at designated locations, and therefore pedestrian-vehicle conflicts can be reduced when spatial compliance increases (Brenac et al., 2003; Sisiopiku and Akin, 2003).

Furthermore, gender differences in visual search strategies have not been explored for now, whereas visual search is an important skill involved in the crossing task (Thomson et al., 1996). For instance, what pedestrians look at before and during crossing is not specified (Latrémoüille et al., 2004) or only compliant gaze behavior (left-right-left head movements) is taken into account (Zeedyk and Kelly, 2003; Zeedyk et al., 2002). Road crossing behaviors are also based on the ability to make the correct decision at the right time. This activity relies on the comprehension of the situation, hence on situation awareness, as defined by Endsley (1988; 1995; 2000). In Endsley’s theory, situation awareness is composed of three interdependent levels: perception of the surrounding elements in the environment, comprehension of their meaning, and anticipation, i.e. projection of their status into the near future. The core facet of situation awareness is to precede decision-making in dynamic situations, themselves defined as having two aspects: decisions are made within a short time.
period and they depend on a continuously updated analysis of the situation. It must be highlighted that, in order to facilitate situation awareness, strategies are often used that focus attention on features in the environment that are relevant to a specific situation. These processes are triggered both in working and long-term memory (general knowledge of such situations). As gender differences have been observed in compliance, we could still expect that gender may influence what males and females look at before and during crossing. Yagil (2000) showed that situational factors had an influence on self-reported crossing behaviors of male and female pedestrians. On one hand, women were more concerned by the presence and behaviors of other pedestrians, which stimulated their compliance with the rules. On the other hand, men were more influenced by traffic volume and physical conditions. Thus, it seems that women are more influenced by their social environment, whereas men seem to be more concerned with the physical aspects of the setting. If, as Yagil (2000) found, men and women use different strategies to gain awareness of the crossing situation, we could expect that these have an effect on men’s and women’s visual search before and during crossing. Women may be more focused on other pedestrian’s behaviors, whereas men may be more focused on moving vehicles.

Based on the literature, we thus hypothesize that, during street crossing, 1/ temporal and spatial crossing compliance will be higher among female pedestrians than among male pedestrians; 2/ women pedestrians will look at other pedestrians more than men pedestrians; 3/ men pedestrians will look at moving vehicles more than women pedestrians. Moreover, we explore the effect of the presence of traffic lights on males’ and females’ gazes and compliance. The goal here is to verify whether gender differences in temporal and spatial crossing compliance and in target gazes remain whatever the crossing configuration may be.

2. Method
2.1 Experimental sites and participants

Four different urban four-way intersections (named A, B, C and D), all located in the North of France, were chosen as experimental sites. Sites A, B and C are located in the city of Paris and site D is located in the city of Rouen. All the sites were equipped with zebra crossings on each side of the crossroad. Crosswalks on sites A and B were signalized with traffic and pedestrian lights (noted as crossroads S), whereas crosswalks on sites C and D were unsignalized (noted as crossroads US). The automobile speed limit for all crossroads was 50 km/h.

Four hundred ($N = 400$) pedestrians, aged 18 to 55 years (mean age=40 years-old), were observed on the 4 selected sites, with an equal number of males and females observed on each site. Density of traffic, presence of traffic lights and the number of male and female pedestrians observed on each site are presented in Table 1.

2.2 Material

An observation grid was developed to observe all pedestrian behaviors during all phases of the crossing task. This grid is intended to follow each participant from the sidewalk approach to the very end of the crossing. Figure 1 shows the 3 experimental zones analyzed below, corresponding respectively to before, during and ending crossing activities. Such a division into three areas stems from Geruschat et al. (2003), who found that crossing the street relied on three phases: walking to the curb, standing at the curb, and the crossing itself.

The observation grid was based on grids used by Latrémoille et al. (2004) and previous research (Granié, 2007; Rivara et al., 1991; Routledge et al., 1974; Zeedyk and Kelly, 2003). However, the grid was adapted to observe pedestrian behaviors on French crossroads. Items from van der Molen’s observation grid (1983) were furthermore added to the grid used here in
order to better understand the behavior of pedestrians who crossed the street. For example, the “sidewalk approach” was defined as the zone of the sidewalk between 5 and 0.5 meters from the curb.

Items concerning head movement were subdivided in two items (“head movement(s) before crossing”, vs. “head movement(s) during crossing”), each referring to four targets which indicated the direction of head movements: a/ toward the traffic lights, b/ toward the moving vehicles, c/ toward the other pedestrians, d/ toward the ground. Lastly, the items were presented in chronological order to facilitate the experimenter’s task on site. In the final version presented below, it is made up of 51 items distributed into 13 behavioral categories. The observation grid is shown in Table 2.

2.4 Procedure

These observations were part of a broader study with the goal of modeling pedestrian behaviors. Thus, the observers did not focus on behavioral gender differences, but aimed at describing, as finely as possible, all observable pedestrian behaviors. Data was collected at different times of the day covering peak periods either in the morning (8:00-10:00 a.m.) or in the afternoon (4:00-7:00 p.m.) over a 2-week period during June 2010. Only one of the four marked crosswalks on each site was observed and, on each crosswalk observed, all the pedestrians were observed in the same crossing direction. The experimenter stood on the opposite sidewalk, just in front of the zebra crossing, near the very beginning of the crosswalk. There, she could easily check where the pedestrian was looking. The looking target was also sometimes deduced from pedestrian’s head movements. Behaviors such as turning the head toward a landmark while looking somewhere else were not observed in our sample. The experimenter was equipped with an Olympus® DS 2000 digital voice recorder, with a 64MB SmartMedia card, and orally noted the behaviors of the pedestrians according to
the observation grid. This grid was entirely memorized before the beginning of the experiment in order to record behaviors faster. Two pre-experiments were conducted which showed that ticking the behaviors on the grid while observing behaviors was too slow (relative to the walking speed of pedestrians and to the length of the zebra crossing) and induced omissions (as the experimenter missed some of the behaviors while writing). These pre-experiments also enabled the experimenter to establish that pedestrians usually moved their heads before or during crossing toward more than one item. Consequently, the order in which these targets were looked at was also recorded.

Accompanied pedestrians and pedestrians under the age of 18 or over 55 were excluded from the sample, with the constraint that an equal number of males and females should be observed on each site. If several pedestrians came to the observed crossing site, only the first of the group approaching the site was included in the sample. Nonetheless, it should be pointed out that the first of a group approaching the curb might be influenced by pedestrians who were already crossing or might not be the first one to start crossing. Therefore, in any case, influence by others may emerge.

Once the 400 observations were been made, the experimenter transferred all 400 files onto a PC via the appropriate card reader. She then listened to each of the 400 files with the DSS Player software and transcribed them on an Excel sheet using a binary code for each item of the observation grid (0: absence; 1: presence). Data were then recoded according to the behavioral categories and analyzed via the Statistica and IBM SPSS Statistics 19 software.

3. Results

Contingency tables were constructed and data were processed by computing $\chi^2$ values for each of the 13 behavioral categories. Data were compared by gender for the whole sample and for signalized (S) and unsignalized (US) crossroads separately. Data were also compared by
crossroad configuration (crossroads S versus crossroads US) for males and females separately. For clarity, only significant results are reported for each behavioral category.

3.1 Pedestrians’ behaviors before crossing

**Tempo of the participant while approaching the curb (5-0.5m)**

Most of the 400 participants (94.5%) walked regularly while approaching the curb, instead of stopping (1.3%), slowing down (2.8%), or running (1.3%). Only one pedestrian (man) made a false start (0.3%). There was no gender difference in tempo while approaching the curb for the whole sample ($\chi^2 (4, N = 400) = 2.22, \text{ns}, \text{Cramér’s } V = 0.07$), nor for crossroads S ($\chi^2 (4, N = 200) = 3.22, \text{ns}, \text{Cramér’s } V = 0.13$), or crossroads US ($\chi^2 (2, N = 200) = 1.16, \text{ns}$, Cramér’s $V = 0.08$).

**Crossing site**

The great majority of pedestrians (86.5%) chose the zebra crossing, and the remaining 11.3% chose to cross less than 5 meters away from the zebra crossing. The three other items were rarely observed (2.4%). These data did not differ according to the participant’s gender ($\chi^2 (4, N = 400) = 5.70, \text{ns}, \text{Cramér’s } V = 0.12$). On the other hand, a significant difference between configurations emerged, as men ($\chi^2 (4, N = 200) = 12.58, p < .01, \text{Cramér’s } V = .25$) and women ($\chi^2 (4, N = 200) = 9.31, p < .01, \text{Cramér’s } V = .22$) started their crossing in zebra crossings less often on crossroads US (75% and 83% for men and women, respectively) than on crossroads S (92% and 96% for men and women respectively).

**Total number of pedestrians waiting to cross**

The most frequent situation observed is a pedestrian crossing alone (61.3%) or a pedestrian encountering a group of 2 pedestrians waiting to cross (20.0%) (remember that in this case, only the first person arriving at the crossing site was observed). 16% of all cases were a group of 3-5 pedestrians approaching to cross. Finally, the least frequent case was that of more than
6 pedestrians waiting to cross (2.8%). There was a significant difference between genders ($\chi^2 (3, N = 400) = 9.51, p < .05, \text{Cramér's } V = 0.15$), as men (67%) were alone when waiting to cross more often than women (55%). This difference between men and women is particularly marked in crossroad US, where 85% of men and 67% of women were alone when waiting to cross ($\chi^2 (3, N = 200) = 10.94, p < .05, \text{Cramér's } V = 0.23$). Furthermore, a significant difference between configurations emerged, with men ($\chi^2 (3, N = 200) = 32.99, p < .001, \text{Cramér's } V = 0.41$) and women ($\chi^2 (3, N = 200) = 21.74, p < .001, \text{Cramér's } V = 0.33$) crossing alone on crossroads US (85% and 67% for men and women, respectively) more often than on crossroads S (49% and 44% for men and women, respectively).

**Tempo of the participant next to the curb (0.5-0m)**

At the sidewalk, 18.2% of the observed sample slowed down or stopped. 80.1% of the sample continued to walk and 1.8% ran. There was no difference between the sexes ($\chi^2 (3, N = 400) = 4.15, \text{ns, Cramér's } V = 0.10$) in the tempo of pedestrians next to the curb. Nevertheless, a significant difference between configurations emerged, with men ($\chi^2 (3, N = 200) = 36.74, p < .001, \text{Cramér's } V = 0.43$) and women ($\chi^2 (3, N = 200) = 27.04, p < .001, \text{Cramér's } V = 0.37$) stopping next to the curb more often on crossroads S (29.3% and 31.6% for men and women, respectively) than on crossroads US (2.0% and 5.0% for men and women, respectively).

**Starting position of the pedestrian**

Again here, the observed sample showed safe behaviors, as 91.7% of the pedestrians stayed on the sidewalk and 8.3% on the pavement before crossing. No difference between the sexes emerged for whole sample ($\chi^2 (1, N = 400) = 0.28, \text{ns, Cramér's } V = 0.03$), nor for crossroads S ($\chi^2 (1, N = 197) = 0.62, \text{ns, Cramér's } V = 0.06$), or crossroads US ($\chi^2 (1, N = 200) = 0.00, \text{ns, Cramér's } V = 0.00$).

**Head movement(s) before crossing**
Most of the participants (94.4% of the sample) looked at their physical environment before crossing: 82.3% of the sample turned their heads toward the moving vehicles and 2.3% toward the ground. The remaining 5.8% of the sample looked at the other pedestrians before crossing. For the sample observed in crossroads S, 69.5% of the sample looked at vehicles, 19.5% of the sample turned their heads toward the traffic lights and 9% toward other pedestrians before crossing. For the sample observed on crossroads US, 86% looked at moving vehicles and 9.5% looked at other pedestrians before crossing.

The results revealed significant differences between genders. Whereas men focused on moving vehicles more than women (88.5% and 76%, respectively), women turned their heads toward traffic lights (13%) and other pedestrians (8%) more than men (6.5% and 3.5% for traffic lights and pedestrians, respectively) ($\chi^2 (3, N = 400) = 10.75, p < .01, \text{Cramér’s } V = 0.16$). This significant difference was observable on crossroads S, where 81% of men and 58% of women turned their heads toward vehicles ($\chi^2 (3, N = 200) = 14.14, p < .001, \text{Cramér’s } V = 0.27$), but not on crossroads US, where women (94%) and men (96%) looked at vehicles first ($\chi^2 (2, N = 200) = 2.02, ns, \text{Cramér’s } V = 0.10$).

As stated before, participants usually turned their heads toward two different indexes before crossing. Consequently, we analyzed the second target of head movement for each pedestrian observed. Detailed results are shown in Figure 2a. Only 70 (17.5%) of the 400 pedestrians observed turned their heads toward a second target before crossing. The second targets were traffic lights (44.3%) or moving vehicles (27.1%). For the whole sample, women (40.5%) more than men (12.1%) secondly looked at moving vehicles ($\chi^2 (3, N = 70) = 9.31, p < .05, \text{Cramér’s } V = 0.36$).

For the sample observed on crossroads S, 55 pedestrians (27.5%) moved their heads toward a second target: 56.4% of the sample turned their heads toward the traffic lights, 30.9% of the sample looked at moving vehicles and 12.7% toward other pedestrians before crossing. Men
(72%) were more likely than women (43.3%) to secondly turn their heads toward the traffic lights; whereas women (46.7%) were more likely than men (12%) to secondly turn their heads toward moving vehicles ($\chi^2(2, N = 55) = 7.68, p < .05$, Cramér’s $V = 0.37$). For the sample observed on crossroads US, only 15 pedestrians (7.5%) moved their heads toward a second target: 13.3% looked at moving vehicles, 33.3% looked at other pedestrians and 53.3% looked at the ground before crossing. There was no gender difference in head movement toward a second target on crossroads US ($\chi^2 (2, N = 15) = 3.75, ns$, Cramér’s $V = 0.50$).

3.2 Pedestrians’ behaviors during crossing

State of the traffic lights at the beginning of the crossing

Out of the 200 pedestrians observed on crossroads S, 88.3% of the pedestrians complied with the pedestrian street light rules (crossing with pedestrian green light and traffic red light) and only 11.2% of the sample did not comply with the rules (crossing with pedestrian red light). There was a significant gender difference in compliance with the traffic light rules ($\chi^2 (2, N = 200) = 10.44, p < .01$, Cramér’s $V = 0.23$): men (18%) crossed at pedestrian red lights more than women (4.1%).

Starting position for crossing

91.8% of the 400 pedestrians observed started to cross the street at the zebra crossing. This figure did not differ according to sex for the whole sample ($\chi^2 (1, N = 400) = 0.03, ns$, Cramér’s $V = 0.01$), nor for crossroads S ($\chi^2 (1, N = 200) = 0.00, ns$, Cramér’s $V = 0.00$), or crossroads US ($\chi^2 (1, N = 200) = 0.05, ns$, Cramér’s $V = 0.02$).

Tempo of the participant at the middle of the zebra crossing

93.5% of the participants steadily walked on the zebra crossing. Some pedestrians ran (5.8%), stopped (0.5%) or slowed down (0.3%) in the middle of the crosswalk. There was no difference between sexes for the whole sample ($\chi^2 (3, N = 400) = 1.41, ns$, Cramér’s $V = \ldots$)
Nevertheless, a significant difference between configurations emerged among men, with men running more often on crossroads S (11.1%) than on crossroads US (2%), where they more often walked (87.9% and 98% on crossroads S and US, respectively) ($\chi^2 (2, N = 200) = 2.08, p < .05$, Cramér’s $V = 0.20$).

**Head movement(s) during crossing**

Once the participants started to cross, they mainly looked at the physical environment (93.9%): moving vehicles (82.9%), traffic lights (7.0% of the sample) or the ground (4.0%). Moreover, more participants looked at the others pedestrians during crossing than before crossing (13.1% instead of 5.8%). There is a gender difference for the whole sample for the target of the head movement during crossing, with women (18.6%) looking at other pedestrians more than men (7.5%) ($\chi^2 (3, N = 400) = 12.07, p < .01$, Cramér’s $V = 0.17$).

On crossroads S, 64.5% of the sample looked at vehicles. There was no significant difference between the sexes ($\chi^2 (3, N = 200) = 5.42, ns$, Cramér’s $V = 0.16$).

On crossroads US, 86.5% of the pedestrians looked at vehicles while crossing. A significant gender difference emerged, as women (15.2%) looked at other pedestrians more than men (4%) ($\chi^2 (3, N = 200) = 7.50, p < .05$, Cramér’s $V = 0.19$).

As for before crossing, we also took into account the second target of head movement during crossing. Only 68 pedestrians (17%) secondly turned their heads toward pedestrians (35.3%), traffic lights (25.0%) or vehicles (19.1%). There was no significant gender difference for the whole sample in the second target of head movement ($\chi^2 (3, N = 68) = 1.50, ns$, Cramér’s $V = 0.15$). For the sample observed on crossroads S, only 48 pedestrians (24%) moved their heads toward a second target: traffic lights (35.4%) or other pedestrians (31.3%). There was no significant difference between the sexes ($\chi^2 (3, N = 48) = 3.82, ns$, Cramér’s $V = 0.28$). On crossroads US, only 20 pedestrians (10%) moved their heads toward a second target: the
ground (55.0%) or other pedestrians (45.0%). There was no significant difference between the sexes ($\chi^2 (1, N = 20) = 0.90$, \textit{ns}, Cramér’s $V = 0.21$). Detailed results are shown in Figure 2b.

\textbf{If there is an interaction with a driver when crossing}

Data showed that there was almost no interaction between drivers and pedestrians. Out of 400 participants in our sample, only 29 pedestrians (7.25%) (14 men and 15 women) made a visual contact with a driver. There was no significant difference between genders for the whole sample ($\chi^2 (1, N = 29) = 0.17$, \textit{ns}, Cramér’s $V = 0.08$), nor for crossroads S ($\chi^2 (1, N = 9) = 1.41$, \textit{ns}, Cramér’s $V = 0.40$), or crossroads US ($\chi^2 (1, N = 20) = 0.05$, \textit{ns}, Cramér’s $V = 0.05$).

\textbf{3.3 End of crossing}

\textbf{Ending the crossing in the pedestrian crossing}

73.8% of the participants ended their crossing in the zebra crossing. There was no significant gender difference for the whole sample ($\chi^2 (1, N = 400) = 0.13$, \textit{ns}, Cramér’s $V = 0.01$). Men ended their crossing more frequently outside the zebra crossing on crossroads US (32%) than on crossroads S (20%) ($\chi^2 (1, N = 200) = 3.74$, $p < .05$, Cramér’s $V = 0.14$).

\textbf{Crossing path}

The kind of crossing could be divided into two categories: straight line (72.0%) and diagonal (26.8%). Crossings between vehicles stopped on the pavement were seldom observed (1.3%). For the whole sample, this result did not differ according to the pedestrian’s sex ($\chi^2 (2, N = 400) = 2.01$, \textit{ns}, Cramér’s $V = 0.07$). Nevertheless, a significant difference between configurations emerged, with men ($\chi^2 (2, N = 200) = 16.45$, $p < .001$, Cramér’s $V = 0.29$) and women ($\chi^2 (2, N = 200) = 7.89$, $p < .05$, Cramér’s $V = 0.20$) crossing diagonally more often on crossroad US (38% and 34% for men and women, respectively) than on crossroads S (17% and 18% for men and women, respectively).
4. Discussion

The objective of this study was to explore gender differences in pedestrian crossing behaviors, and specifically gender differences in compliance and in pedestrian gaze behaviors before and during crossing.

The results show that women are more compliant with traffic light rules than men. Nevertheless, compliance with other pedestrian rules is equivalent for male and female pedestrians: both men and women comply with the use of zebra crossings, the starting position for crossing and crossing paths. Thus, our results show gender differences in temporal crossing compliance, i.e. compliance with traffic light indications (Sisiopiku and Akin, 2003), but not in spatial crossing compliance, i.e. the use of zebra crossings and crossing paths (Sisiopiku and Akin, 2003). Our first hypothesis predicting that women pedestrians would have higher temporal and spatial crossing compliance than men pedestrian is thus partially validated, for temporal crossing compliance only. Research on self-reported or observed crossing behaviors generally has already shown that men cross on red traffic lights more frequently than women (Moyano Diaz, 2002; Rosenbloom, 2009; Rosenbloom et al., 2004; Yagil, 2000). As our results also show that men more often run during crossing on signalized crossroad than on unsignalized crossroad, this lack of male compliance with traffic lights could be due to a need to hurry or a desire to keep moving, which have been proven to be the main reasons for lack of compliance with pedestrian signals (Forsythe and Berger, 1973). Furthermore, temporal crossing compliance seems to be influenced by pedestrian gender and males, unlike females, seem to comply differently with temporal and spatial rules. This difference between genders in temporal crossing compliance may be due to the perception of traffic lights as more external rules than rules concerning the crossing path and the use of zebra crossings, which could reflect on individual traits such as self-perceived
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caution. Granié (2009) has found that, among adolescents, rule internalization, the process by which individuals acquire social values and rules from external sources and transform these into personal attributes, values and self-regulated behaviors (Grolnick et al., 1997), is a predictor of declared pedestrian compliance. In our results, it seems that, for males more than for females, formal temporal crossing rules may be perceived as external conventional rules – i.e. rules varying with the context and subject to the presence of an authority (Turiel, 1983) –, and males more or less comply with this kind of rule depending on the situation. On the contrary, females may perceive temporal crossing rules as internal prudential rules that are rules relative to one’s own physical and psychological well-being (Tisak and Turiel, 1984), and comply with this kind of rule whatever the situation may be.

Nevertheless, excluding the most formal traffic light rules, males seem to be as careful as females in their pedestrian behaviors and the results indicate that crossroad configurations seem to have more of an influence than gender on spatial crossing compliance. Compared to unsignalized crossroad, pedestrian crossing, especially among males, seems to be more cautious on signalized crossroads: men as women more often started the crossing within the zebra crossing, stopped along the side of the sidewalk more often, crossed diagonally less often, and men ended their crossing outside the zebra crossing less frequently. The frequency of jaywalkers and partial jaywalkers (Akin and Sisiopiku, 2000) is higher and spatial crossing compliance is lower on unsignalized crossroads. These results confirm those of Sisiopiku and Akin (2003), who showed that the observed pedestrian rate of spatial crossing compliance is higher at signalized crossroads than at unsignalized crossroads. The presence of traffic lights seems to have slightly more effect on men’s spatial compliance than on women’s. Therefore, this could signify that men’s spatial crossing compliance is slightly more dependent on road signs such as traffic lights than women’s spatial crossing compliance. Situation awareness can explain this last result, as it is known that general knowledge (here, hazard knowledge relative...
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to a precise road configuration) can influence subsequent decision making (Serfaty et al., 1997). Thus, as Rouphail (1984) found a link between pedestrians’ perception of crosswalk safety and crossing compliance, greater caution on signalized crossroad could be explained by pedestrian perception of this kind of crossroad. Pedestrians may understand the presence of traffic lights as a sign of higher danger, complexity and/or traffic density on signalized crossroads than on an unsignalized crossroads, where traffic density is lower and where no regulation is needed. Thus, the presence of traffic lights might be understood by French pedestrians as a cue for danger and this could influence their decision-making, especially in terms of spatial crossing compliance. This explanation will be tested in future research.

Furthermore, the results indicate that men and women particularly differ in visual search, before and during crossing. Before crossing, men look at vehicles more than women and women look at traffic lights and other pedestrians more than men. During crossing, women focus on other pedestrians more than men do, particularly on signalized crossroads. Our second and third hypotheses, which stipulated that women pedestrians would gaze at other pedestrians more, and that men pedestrians would gaze at moving vehicles more, are thus validated. These findings confirm the results from Yagil (2000). It seems that the situational factors of self-reported pedestrian behavior found by Yagil (2000) could also explain observed pedestrian behaviors. In keeping with Yagil, the focused gaze on moving vehicles and traffic lights by males in our sample could be explained by their focus on traffic density and physical conditions as factors behind their crossing decisions. Likewise, results showing females’ focused gaze on other pedestrians in this study could be explained by their concern with the presence and behaviors of other pedestrians as factors behind their crossing decisions (Yagil, 2000). Underwood et al. (2007) found that, in childhood, boys already differ from girls in reading road scenes. When assessing the safety of a road scene, boys focus on factors in the physical environment, in particular visibility and line of sight, whereas girls focus on
the presence and activity of other road users. In the same way, Granié (2007) has found that, as early as 5 years-old, boys explore the physical environment before crossing more than girls. On the other hand, girls initiate hand-holding with adults more than boys. Thus, it seems that, in reading road scenes as well as in crossing behaviors, boys are more sensitive to physical cues and control, whereas girls are more sensitive to social cues and support.

Accordingly, it appears that a gender difference exists in reading road scenes depending on safety and crossing decisions and that this difference is a cross-age phenomenon. Also, the more frequent gazes at other pedestrians among women could be interpreted as the result of stronger social influence on women’s decision-making than on men’s. Indeed, the prevalence of peer compliance is also known to be higher among women. This phenomenon has been observed in different domains such as task resolution (Coleman et al., 1957), technological innovation (Mazman et al., 2009), or even physical attractiveness (Graziano et al., 1993).

Hence, this finding both replicates these results and extends them to the road crossing task. Furthermore, women look at other pedestrians almost twice more often during crossing than before crossing. This may reflect a need to be reassured and/or a lack of self-confidence in their decision to cross.

Results also show an effect of crossroad configuration on rule compliance and on gaze targets. On signalized crossroads, men are less compliant with traffic lights and more focused on vehicles than women, whereas women are more compliant and more focused on traffic lights and pedestrians. Furthermore, the gaze target order differs according to pedestrian gender: men first looked at vehicles and then at traffic lights; women first looked at traffic lights and pedestrians, and then at moving vehicles. According to situation awareness theory (Endsley, 1995), gender differences in gaze targets and order could be linked to gender differences in pedestrian compliance. As males cross on pedestrian red lights more often, they need to focus on moving vehicles more than females.
More broadly, whereas the configuration of the crossroads influences men’s spatial crossing compliance, it does not influence their visual search: in both types of crossroads, men are more focused on moving vehicles before and during crossing. Among men, visual search is therefore focused on dynamic features of the traffic environment, such as moving vehicles, but they do not seem to be influenced by cues linked to static features, such as traffic lights, which can be used to understand a specific road scene and make crossing decisions (Tolmie et al., 2003). On the contrary, visual search varies among women depending on the crossing phase and crossroad configuration. On signalized crossroad, women are more focused on the traffic light before crossing, and during crossing they are more focused on other pedestrians, especially on unsignalized crossroads. Women’s visual search seems to be influenced by static features in the traffic environment (traffic light) more than men’s visual search, and focuses on cues such as traffic lights or other pedestrians, the latter all the more so when static features are lacking and do not facilitating compliance and decision-making, such as on unsignalized crossroads. Traffic light and other pedestrians could be perceived here as guiding pedestrian behavior and could be seen as stimulating behavioral compliance (Yagil, 2000) and facilitating decision-making through anticipation (Endsley, 1995). Indeed, anticipation is a key ability in dynamic tasks such as driving, road crossing, and human transportation in general where decisive actions often have to be executed at a fast pace. Anticipation is called projection in Level 3 of Endsley’s model, and has been shown to vary, notably according to age (Bolstad, 2001) or gender (Gugerty et al., 2004). Here again, further studies would be necessary to confirm this finding.

Additionally, results also show a huge decrease for both sexes in the proportion of indexes observed during crossing, compared to indexes observed before crossing. This last result appeared central as it clearly showed that the information-gathering process mainly takes place before crossing. As the same targets are observed before and during crossing, it could
therefore be hypothesized that head movements and visual search during crossing are mainly
done to check that the previously collected information has remained unchanged. Indeed,
according to Endsley’s model (1988; 1995; 2000), situation awareness is not about
elaborating a static mental representation. Rather, it appears to be a dynamic representation,
continuously fed by the current selected stimuli, and hence permanently updated. The
updating process is not global but only applies to the dynamic elements of the situation. This
could explain why, in our results, men continue to focus on moving vehicles before and
during crossing, whereas traffic lights are only looked at before crossing. Though Endsley’s
model was first built to account for situation awareness in aeronautics, it has been applied to
different domains such as driving (Gugerty, 1997), internet shopping (Lee et al., 2003) and
emergency medical dispatch (Blandford and Wong, 2004). Thus, we believe this concept can
also be transferred to road crossing tasks, especially in complex situations such as those
studied here for crossroad crossing, where pedestrians cope with multiple sources of
information coming from the different sides of the crossroads.

5. Conclusion

The grid used in this study for in situ/in vivo observations appears to be an effective tool to
finely assess the behavior of pedestrians seeking to cross a street. Overall, the results obtained
in this study provide validation for our three hypotheses on gender differences in a crossing
task at urban crossroads. Gender differences are found in temporal crossing compliance and in
visual search strategies. Such a dichotomy between men and women is refined according to
the moment when the action takes place (before or during crossing). Furthermore, differences
are found according to the crossroad configuration for spatial crossing conformity in both
genders and for visual search strategy among women. Different relationships to rules and
social control among males and females seem to be on display in visual search strategies and
decision-making. Further studies are needed to confirm these assertions on gender differences in visual search and compliance during pedestrian crossing.

In summary, behaviors among males tend to be more independent of the rules than those of females. These gender differences seem to be due to difference in motivation to comply with temporal crossing rules and the importance of social factors in women’s displays through their visual search strategy. Previous research has suggested that gender differences in compliance and risk-taking can be explained by social pressures on gender role-playing (Granié, 2009; Yagil, 2000). These results highlight the need for researchers to gain a better understanding of how gender role pressures lead women to internalize traffic rules more than men do and how the internalization of temporal crossing rules might be increased among men in order to reduce pedestrians’ accident rates.

Our findings also suggest that pedestrians cannot be assumed to be consistently safe in their behavior and that they are more or less compliant depending on the crossroad configuration. The onus thus has to be placed not only on adjusting pedestrian behavior toward traffic but also on adjusting driver behavior toward pedestrians by creating more alert drivers and traffic calming zones.
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